Victor Zammit presented in his newsletter of 25th December 2015 an interview with Rupert Sheldrake, eminent front man in biology. (Link to the interview below.) In the interview, Sheldrake explains that, based on his extensive research, "brains are overrated and the mind and memories can exist outside the brain." He also highlights the overrated role of the genes regarding "how things take their form", how they grow and develop in a particular way, which means very complex and specific form-shaping and developing processes. He dismisses the usual and traditional theory that all this form-shaping and development is merely genetically programmed. “What the genes do is code the proteins and enable the organism to make the right proteins”. He stresses that the form-shaping and evolving processes with all the underlying information must be stored and put into action on another level, and describes his theory of “morphic resonance”, also mentioning morphogenetic fields in multidimensional space etc.

The above resonates well with our/NCP-XAIONS ongoing work, together with Per Bruus-Jensen, in compiling The Ontology of The Cosmic Worldview. As an example we are at the moment working with memory storage outside the brain, as well as the creative and formative forces, structures and processes that make organisms evolve and take their specific form. In the next part of The Ontology of The Cosmic Worldview (Part II), we are going to present more about the functions and the anatomy of the X-structure (the structure and very basic nature of all Life) including our immortal paraphysical organism/structure and
how it carries our consciousness totally independently of the temporary physical body and the brain. Here we are also highlighting the *paraphysical storage units* termed “talent cores” or “ability-nucs”. These talent cores/ability-nucs store our memories, qualities, abilities and skills and contain information for the creation of our organs and organisms. The ability-nucs represent one of the overall form-creating principles termed “*morphogenetic effect constants*” or “*cosmic creative principles*” (associated with X2). According to the Cosmic Worldview these morphogenetic effect constants sustain all forms of creation; in fact they transform and “design” the initial reality – “the unmanifested” – into “the world of forms – the manifested”. For more information about the morphogenetic effect constants, please see: *The Ontology of The Cosmic Worldview, Part I* [http://www.newcosmicparadigm.org/X-StructureOntologyENG.aspx](http://www.newcosmicparadigm.org/X-StructureOntologyENG.aspx). Link to the interview with Rupert Sheldrake (via Zammit’s newsletter Dec. 25, 2015): "brains are over-rated and the mind and memories can exist outside the brain." [http://www.victorzammit.com/archives/2015/December25th2015.htm](http://www.victorzammit.com/archives/2015/December25th2015.htm)
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